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Minutes, not miles

When people are searching for their dream home, they want a property that is
close to work, school, daycare, or other important places. But we don’t measure
“close” as the crow flies—it’s how long it takes to get there that matters.
Commute time is critical.
INRIX Drive Time takes the guesswork out of calculating commutes. Fully integrated
with the Matrix™ map search, INRIX lets you choose an important location and
see which listings fall within the desired commute time. You can easily visualize
commute times from multiple locations at different times of day and on different
days of the week. No need to draw a complex search area on a map—INRIX
does it for you automatically.
INRIX Drive Time is powered by the largest driving intelligence network in the
world. INRIX analyzes real-time data from a variety of public and private sources,
including government road sensors, official accident reports, and real-time traffic
speeds crowd-sourced from a community of more than 275 million vehicles
and mobile devices across the nation. The system automatically accounts for
common factors
such as the
season, local
holidays, weather,
accidents, road
construction,
and more.

Alliance Network
CURATED THIRDPARTY PROPERTY
TECH SOLUTIONS
Property tech solutions
make your job easier and
more efficient, but only if
they integrate smoothly
with your current systems.
That’s why we’ve created
the Alliance Network, a
curated selection of
third-party solutions that
build upon and complement
your CoreLogic® platforms.
Guided by your CoreLogic
account team, the Alliance
Network ensures that you
have the tools you need to
drive your business forward.

According to an NAR survey, 73% of new home buyers consider drive time
to work as a key decision factor.

For more information, contact your CoreLogic representative
or visit corelogic.com.
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